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Overview / Abstract.
In 1992, Ronald Lee (UC Berkeley) and Lawrence Carter (University of Oregon) published the first papers describing
what is now known as the Lee-Carter (“LC”) mortality forecasting method (Lee & Carter 1992 and Carter & Lee 1992).
Their method takes the logarithms of a set age specific death rates (“ASDRs”) and fits a model that is composed of the
following three components: a vector describing the base log ASDRs (ax), the time component of change in the log
ASDRs (kt), and a vector describing the amount of change per time step in the log ASDRs (bx). It then applies standard
time-series methods to kt in order to forecast changes in mortality, using both deterministic and simulation approaches.
Recently, I have implemented an internet application (that can be accessed online at http://lare.demog.berkeley.edu)
that receives ASDRs as input, fits an LC model to that data, generates a forecast, stores the results, and displays the
analysis (with graphics and diagnostics) online. This poster gives background on LC, provides a tutorial to using the
LAR-E application, and briefly describes some of the technology behind the application.

History of Lee-Carter (”LC”) mortality forecasting algorithm:
Before LC, forecasters used interpolation between mortality schedules:
“… it then occurred to me [R. Lee] that linear interpolation between two known age schedules of mortality, and extrapolation outside the range they spanned, would give a very simple, quite flexible, and computationally tractable
approach which would easily accommodate the particularities of any population studied. … A variable kt located the
current mortality schedule in relation to the two known schedules chosen as standards, and could be viewed as an
index of the force of mortality. … [Lee and Carter] got the idea of using this index kt to model and forecast mortality.
We calculated the index k for a long time series of US mortality data, using it to summarize the changes. To our surprise, the time path of k for the 20th century US was strikingly linear…” (Lee 2004)
Then the SVD was used for this interpolation:
“… at Ken Wachter’s suggestion, we … used the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to find the optimal set of coefficients (ax, bx and kt) for the model. Then, in a second stage using the IP procedure, we recalculated the value of
kt which exactly fit the number of total deaths observed in each historical year, given the first stage estimates of
axand bx .” (Lee 2004)
The resulting algorithm, basic model:

LAR=-E Tutorial (see: http://lare.demog.berkeley.edu)
Discussion
Here is a typical set of death rates, tab separated (the
entries are wrapped in the display). Note that (1) text
to the left of a “#” is ignored until the end of the line
(for comments, which can take up an entire line if necessary), and that (2) any form of whitespace (tab or
multiple spaces or whatever) can be used to separate
fields..

“This model cannot be fit by simple regression, because there is no observed variable on the righthand side. Nonetheless, a least-squares solution exists and can be found using the first element of the singular value decomposition
(or SVD; see Lee & Carter 1992 for details) … On inspection, we can see that the solution cannot possibly be
unique, however. To distinguish a unique solution, impose the further conditions that the sum of the bx coefficients
equals 1.0, and that the sum of the kt parameters equals zero. Under these assumptions, it can be seen that the ax
coefficients must be simply the average values over time of the ln(mx,t) for each x.” (Lee 2000)
Re-estimating kt with life expectancy (“Second-stage”):
“…we make a second stage estimate of k by finding that value of k which, for a given population age distribution and
the previously estimated coefficients axand bx, produces exactly the [observed life expectancy at age zero for the
year in question].” (Lee 2000)

Here is the login screen. It is fairly minimalist, but it
works. Note that for access, someone must contact
the LAR-E administrator directly and they will be given
an account; there is no automatic registration.

This is the “base” screen, shown after a run or the initial login. It displays the list of runs performed by the
current user, sorted with most recently performed run
at the top of the list. Click on a link in to display the
data for a given run.

This is a sample display, drawn from the run listed
above. First (working down) there is some summary
information. Then there are four plots, which contain
the following: (1) a summary of the important LeeCarter statistics (ax, bx, kt, e0); (2) forecasts of kt and
e0 -- both simulated runs (in light lines) and the corresponding analytic confidence intervals for a random
walk model; (3) log mx time series for selected ages,
over all years; and (4) the period log mx’s for the first
sample year, last sample year, and last forecast year.
There is more data below the figures. Note the “Data
Dump” button -- use this to get a spreadsheet readable collection of all the data (including intermediate
variables) that is stored in the LAR-E analysis.

2. the LC algorithm applied to the data,
3. the results and other infrastructure data are saved to an “object” which is an instance of a Python
“class”,
4. images from the data are generated and stored into the database along with identifying information so
that they can be retrieved later,
5. the object in (3) is “serialized” and stored in the relational database with identifying information (in “serialization” a complex data structure is turned into a single text string that can be expanded later back into
the complex data structure it came from),
6. at this point, we are finished, so we return to the base screen, and the software waits for more input.

HMD Conversion Tools: LAR-E has a tool to convert datasets from the format used in Human
Mortality Database (http://www.mortality.org) to the rectangular format (ages from left to right, years down,
separate table for each sex) used for input into LAR-E. The result is saved in the LAR-E database, and the
result can be later viewed and cut-and-pasted into the LAR-E forecasting tool.

Other features:
LAR-E also has the ability to run with the following extensions to the LC method which I haven’t discussed
due to space constraints:

2. Two-sex separate forecasts (Carter & Lee 1992).
This is the (empty) input form. Put the starting year in
the appropriate field -- this year will be used throughout, in the graph labels etc. Use the notes field to
enter some identifying information that you want when
you are looking at the list of runs later. Put the mx data
in the big empty box. Select the number of runs (the
default is set low for testing, but for forecasting, you
probably want 1000). Select the number of years to
project. Select “Age for Extension” -- this is the age
past which we use a variant of the Coale-Guo (1989)
method to smooth and extend the death rates. Select
a confidence interval -- this will affect what percentile
of the simulation runs is used and the analytical confidence intervals shown on the graph.

3. Coherent forecasting (Li & Lee 2005).

Next steps
1. Create better error messages.
2. Automate the installation process so that other locations can run their own instances.
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Here is a new list of objects AFTER an analysis has
been run and we return to the base screen. Note that
there is a new entry at the top of the list; this entry
links to the latest run.
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Recent Uses:
LC has been in a wide range of applications, including predicting long term solvency in the Social Security system
(Lee et al 2003) and forecasting mortality in a number of OECD countries (Tuljapurkar et al. 2000).

1. Data is input,

1. Missing data (Li, Lee & Tuljapukar 2004).

Forecasting kt and building mx and e0:
“The next step is to model k as a stochastic time series process. This is done using standard Box-Jenkins procedures. In most applications so far, ktis well-modeled as a random walk with drift: kt= c + kt -l + ut. In this case, the
forecast of k changes linearly and each forecasted death rate changes at a constant exponential rate. … forecasts
should take the most recently observed age-specific death rates as initial values [jump-off rates]. Then forecasts
would be given by ln(mx,t*s)= ln(mx,t) - bx (kt*s - kt). [See discussion in (Bell 1997)].” (Lee 2000)

(Unix) operating system -- which provides an excellent software development environment, access to a
wealth of Free Software, and a sensible framework for handling large datasets (my life would be much
more difficult without the Bash shell and “scp”). The web-server is Apache with mod_python used to cache
the precompiled scripts for speed. The backend database is PostgreSQL which is a joy to use and much
more advanced than the other open source RDMS. The application itself is written in Python, using scipy,
matplotib, and modpython libraries to handle computation, graphics, and input/output respectively.

Description of program flow:

“Let mx,t be the central death rate for age x at time t. The model used for mortality is ln (mx,t) = ax+ bx + kt+ ex,t Here
the ax coefficients describe the average shape of the age profile, and the bx coefficients describe the pattern of deviations from this age profile when the parameter k varies.” (Lee 2000)
Fitting the parameters with SVD:

Libraries. The code depends on a great many libraries and software. These include a Gentoo Linux

Here is some bad data, and we will soon see the
result …
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… here is an error message. Because the software is
still under development, when there is an error
(whether because of user input or something internal)
it displays a Python “backtrace”. If you look at the
bottom, you might be able to decipher the problem,
which is most likely due to badly formatted data. If you
can’t figure out the issue, cut and paste this text into
an email and send it to to the LAR-E administrator -lare@demog.berkeley.edu.
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